
Mn flIE EDWARDS Mary Jane Edwards was born in St. Thomas,
Ontario on March 21, 1939 and moved to Gait in
1953 when her father was transferred to the local
Bank of Montreal. In 1956, after graduating from
GCI & VS, she entered Trinity College, University
of Toronto from which she earned her B.A.
(Honours) in Modem Language and Literature in
1960. Mary Jane subsequently earned her M.A. at
Queen’s University in 1963 and later, in 1969, her
Ph.D. from the University of Toronto.

Ms. Edwards taught English at Acadia
University (1961 — 1963) and at the University of
British Columbia (1966 — 1969) before joining the
English Department of Carleton University as a
professor of Canadian literature. Ms. Edwards was
a visiting lecturer and professor at McMaster
University (1971), the University ofBritish Columbia
(1973), Karnatak University, Dharwar, India (1982)
and Monash University, Melbourne, Australia
(1998). In 1996, she was awarded the Henry Charles
Chapman fellowship from the Institute of
Commonwealth Studies, University of London.

In 1973, Dr. Edwards edited The Evolution of
Canadian Literature in English: Beginnings to 1867,
the first anthology of 1 9th century Canadian literature.
She co-edited the publication of two other anthologies
of Canadian literature and prepared critical editions
of The History ofEmily Montague by Francis Brooke
and Golden Dog by William Kirby. Her editorial
experience is demonstrated by her contributions as
general editor to twelve books and as a writer of
chapters in eight others, most focusing on the history

of the Canadian book and nineteenth-century
Canadian authors. These scholarly editions are in
wide use in Canadian Studies ourses both on this
continent and abroad. She pioneered university
courses in Bibliography and Textual Editing of
Canadian Literature and is an international authority
in this field, meticulous in her research, precise in
her writing, and logical, informative and interesting
in her presentation.

Dr. Edwards is director of the Centre for Editing
Early Canadian Texts (CEECT) and has been a
member of the editorial boards of Papers of the
Biographical Society of Canada, English Studies in
Canada, and the Collected Works of Northrop Frye
Project. As a specialist on Canadian literature,
numerous articles and entries by Ms. Edwards appear
in refereed journals such as the Transactions of the
Royal Society of Canada, New Literatures Review,
and Canadian Literature and in encyclopedias and
dictionaries such as the Academic American
Encyclopedia, The Dictionary of Canadian
Biography, Dictionnaire universel des litteratures and
the Oxford Compan ion ofCanadian Literature. Book
reviews by Ms. Edwards have been published in
scholarly journals such as Canadian Literature and
newspapers such as the Ottawa Citizen and the
Ottawa Journal. As well, Dr. Edwards has presented
papers on early Canadian literature at many
conferences across the continent and around the
world.
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